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ARE SUBCONTRACTING 
AND STAFF 
AUGMENTATION 
“MANAGED SERVICES”? 

Not really! The primary difference between 

the managed services (outsourcing) versus 

out-tasking models (subcontracting resources 

or staff augmentation) is that the service 

provider in a managed services model is 

committed to delivering an outcome at 

a def ined price versus an input as under 

the staff augmentation model. An input is 

simply the performance of an activity with no 

commitment that the activity will result in 

the desired outcome. The managed services 

model drives a measure of value based on 

planning, as the organization must def ine the 

requirement on a service and performance 

criteria basis. Pricing is tied to the outcome. 

Should the service requirement diminish 

or disappear, the associated costs react in 

kind. This provides the scalability to demand 

often sought in a staff augmentation model, 

but scalability that is tied to service. Also, 

linked to the managed services is the service 

commitment.

The risk of high dependency on staff 

augmentation tends to foster a management 

style that does not plan for resource 

consumption. Resources are too easily 

accessed. The consequence is gradual staff 

creep and an unrecognized head count 

that slip under the organization’s program 

management governance radar, as the 

contractors are added continually or become 

embedded in the organization as high-

cost permanent staff ing. Because a staff 

augmentation model does not adhere to 

any service level commitments—other than 

hours available to work—the linkage to value 

derived is unclear and seldom measured. 

The response to any service issue is generally 

(and conveniently) attributed to insuff icient 

staff ing, adding to staff creep. 

As the contractors become embedded in the 

organization, they accumulate information 

and capabilities upon which the organization 

is functionally dependent. With no contracted 

service commitment of requirement to 

document knowledge in a transferable 

manner, contractors can and do often hold 

organizations hostage, perpetuating the 

permanency of their engagement. 
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BENEFITS OF MANAGED SERVICES 

Benef its can be both quantif ied and notional in bringing perceived value of Inf rastructure managed 

services: 

Consumption based monthly cost – The payout can be variable by the consumption 

volume (number of tickets, servers, gigabytes of storage etc.,) and service support hours 

required. 

Flexible Service – The managed services can be extremely flexible. A pay-as-you-go 

payment plan allows for quick growth when necessary or cost savings when needing to 

consolidate. Seasonal upscale and downsizing can be easily adopted, including addressing 

spikes and dips in volumetrics using ARC/RRC-based pricing model.

Highly resilient and secure infrastructure – The managed services provider data centers 

and service delivery locations can be mandated with required security regulations 

with a third-party security audit being conducted to ensure 100% compliance. Security 

compliances such as ISO27001, PCI-DSS, HIPAA, GDPR SOX and other mandated Federal 

compliances such as FedRAMP, FISMA, and NIST can also be complied by the managed 

services provider. 

Future-proof services, using best of breed technology – Leading managed service 

providers of IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, NWaaS, DBaaS etc., must use the best technologies, best 

practices & processes, and tools in the market to deliver services. IT Services are constantly 

upgraded with no additional cost or f inancial risk.

Expertise – By selecting managed services, you gain access to staff with specialist skills. 

Sometimes you will only need this skill once, for example, migrating your on-premises 

servers to cloud services. So, save the expense of training your staff for skills.

Converged Services – Multiple managed IT services can be provided to a client. 

Combining multiple tightly coupled services, for example, Service desk and End User 

Compute services, or Data Center services and Network services, will result in cost savings 

as the resources can be cross-skilled and apply shift-left methodology to gain higher 

productivity and eff iciency benef its. 

Focus on User experience – Managed services can deliver a customer-centric experience. 

The customer experience level can be tracked and measured through tools and 

automation. Predictive monitoring and Incidence avoidance automation helps mitigate 

the service event before it occurs or snowballs into a critical situation. 
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NEXT GENERATION MANAGED CLIENT SERVICES

NEXT GENERATION MANAGED IT SERVICE DESK 

The Service desk has transformed f rom being a single point of contact (SPOC) for IT services. The 

next generation Service desk has leveraged the development in cognitive intelligence-based Service 

desk automation such as Chat Bot and Virtual assistants. Perennial issues like “Shoulder-tapping,” 

and facing non-IT related issues, and being mistaken for call center help desk can go away. IT Service 

desk has overcome these challenges with automation and encouraging user adoption for Self-help 

and Self-heal solutions. Password reset is one of the major and maximum number of issues that reach 

Service desk. The OTP authentication-based password reset automation is one of the best adopted 

self-help solutions. 

MI adopts best practices such as regular training 

to up-skill the service desk agents; focused 

awareness training of customer eco-systems; 

“Shift-Left” wherein Tier-2 work is moved to Tier-

1; persona-based user classif ication to prioritize 

the incident; and enabling auto-ticketing to the 

right service desk agent for better and faster 

remediation. These measures have resulted in 

better utilization of agents’ time and capabilities; 

helping the service desk analysts to deliver better 

resolution at f irst contact; higher productivity 

improvement; reduction of average handling 

time; and enhanced user experience.

DMI delivers 24/7/365 IT 
Service desk achieving an 
average CSAT score of 92% 
out of 100%. DMI exceeds 
SLAs with call answer times 
and f irst call resolution 
times signif icantly below 
industry average
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END USER COMPUTE/WORKPLACE SERVICES 

The next generation EUC/Workplace services are moving f rom device-centric to User-centric 

experience. While SLAs are still adopted, more importance is now given to Experience Level 

Management. DMI’s End User Compute/Workplace services comprise end-to-end management of 

the distributed computing environment. Our support services leverage the state-of-the-art tools 

of End-point automation and End-Point security solutions to deliver a secure and reliable End-user 

experience to our customers. 

DMI’s key offerings in the EUC/Workplace services are:

1. End user experience monitoring, comprised of the following: 

A. Device performance monitoring that includes operating system performance, application performance, hardware 

performance, and security compliance

B. Proactive problem management

C. Predictive analytics 

2. Service Tiering to prioritize the end-users based on the personas and incident criticality

3. Self-help and Self-heal solutions tightly coupled with the Knowledge management and ITSM tool

4. Best practices and DMI experience in delivering IT Client services to US Federal government entities such as FDIC, DOS, HHS 

Grants, DOD DMDC, and others; and commercial business users
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At DMI, we place a high emphasis on remote 

resolution but know that certain incidents still 

require a desk-side support technician to attend 

to the user’s problem. Our hands-on quality-

driven onsite support services provide the user 

a high-touch experience that is still an essential 

part of the end-user support experience. 

Depending on the number of users, the desk-side 

support is delivered in Hub & Spoke model. The 

hub locations are typical campus location with 

more than 400 device/user count.

As a proactive measure, DMI conducts onsite 

support clinics by setting up IT kiosks at the 

Hub locations and specif ic Spoke locations on 

regular intervals to resolve any laptop issues that 

require specialist support. Customers who are 

working f rom home off ices or remote off ices 

can avail these high-touch facilities to resolve 

longstanding or diff icult problems. 

VIP Mobile app integrated with client’s ITSM will 

provide click to call option f rom the service desk 

to get prioritized support or will give an option to 

directly call the designated support specialist. 

End User device vending machine – “DigiLocker” is used to provide replacement of spares or laptops. 

DigiLockers are best installed in campus locations and are operated with a unique key for each spare 

part for end users with auto service request fulf illment. 

DMI’s EUC/Workplace Engineering services is comprised of image management, application 

packaging, software distribution, and patch management. 

DMI delivers 24x7x365, Tier 
1 & 2 technical support 
managing over 200,000end 
users. The scope includes 
support of 3 million devices 
that includes laptops, 
desktops, printers, scanners, 
applications, audio-visual 
equipment, and hand-held 
devices:  Network service 
outages/disruptions and 
enterprise server outages/
disruption.
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MOBILE DEVICE MANAGEMENT (MDM

The MDM software application is a security 

software that enables an organization to 

secure, monitor, manage, and enforce policies 

on employees’ mobile devices. There are 

several MDM software applications available, 

such as AirWatch, MobileIron, MS Intune, and 

ManageEngine MDM+. Most of the MDM software 

applications provide and manage enrollment 

and access to corporate applications in a secure 

manner, enforce organizational security policies 

and compliance requirements, maintain the data 

integrity (personal versus corporate), if the device 

loss /theft is reported; secure- and remote-wipe 

the data; and many more other useful features. 

MDM enables IT operations team to perform Zero touch deployment of end-user devices, wherein the 

device is directly sent to the recipient and conf iguration of the device is carried out remotely using 

Auto-pilot feature of MDM software and VPN connection

The DMI’s MDM service offerings include 

End to end management of end-user’s 

devices such as Laptops, Smartphones, or 

Tablets for procurement, staging and kitting, 

provisioning, porting, enrollment, monitoring 

and management, break-f ix support, loaner 

management, retiring/recycling, and contract 

negotiations & optimization. 

DMI operates three ITIL-based Customer Service 

Centers located in Bethesda, MD; Lincolnshire, 

IL; and Mason, OH; that we leverage for our 

customers locally and globally using a shared 

distribution model to seamlessly deliver 

services. These locations serve our Federal and Commercial clients and over 2M end-users for our 

Managed Mobility Services (MMS) clients providing Tiers 1, 2, and 3 support on a 24x7x365 basis. Our 

inf rastructure utilizes Interactive Voice Response (IVR), an Automatic Call Distributor (ACD), AI and 

automated bots for user self-service, and ServiceNow for IT Service Management.

DMI delivers secure and 
reliable MDM services 
supporting millions of mobile 
devices managing over 3 
million end users.
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UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS & COLLABORATION

The Pandemic in 2020 has brought signif icant demands in UC to support an exponentially high 

number of remote users to collaborate and communicate for business purposes. DMI provides single 

point contact with 24x7 availability and performance monitoring, operational support and dispatch 

of f ield support, and vendor maintenance activities for the Unif ied Communication and Collaboration 

(UC&C) services. 

DMI’s UC&C service offerings are a vendor-agnostic approach combined with strong connections and 

alliances with key UC&C vendors.

DMI’s UC&C service includes the following:
 > 24x7 Monitoring and support, remote management, and administration of the various UC&C components such as Call 

Managers, Gateways, IP Phones, ACD, LAN, and WAN

 > Global Webcast/Video conferencing support; VIP support during Webcast

 > Consulting, design, implementation, migration, and management of Unif ied Communication & Collaboration components

 > Integrated voice, data, video 
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NEXT GENERATION MANAGED HYBRID 
INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES

With adoption of ever-evolving public cloud inf rastructure components in the form of IaaS, PaaS, 

and SaaS, the Managed datacenter services that started off with outsourcing of monitoring and 

management of data center-hosted servers, storage, databases, and hyper converged inf rastructure 

transformed to include the public cloud inf rastructure components and services. Major cloud service 

providers such as Azure, AWS, and GCP have rolled out FedRAMP-compliant cloud inf rastructure 

services that have accelerated the adoption of Cloud technologies in Federal government and other 

commercial establishments needing to meet relevant federal security compliances. 

Hybrid Inf rastructure is a Win-Win solution for organizations that need to retain the critical 

and sensitive information within its premises, legacy applications, and systems to meet surge 

requirements for development and test environments and to adopt the new generation, digital only 

technologies to keep momentum with its business growth. 

Moving f rom a traditional to a Hybrid Inf rastructure service requires a detailed review of its 

existing applications, associated inf rastructure components, and future IT requirements needed 

by the business. An Application Portfolio Rationalization (APR) activity will help the organization in 

identifying applications and their associated inf rastructure that need to be tech-ref reshed, rehosted, 

re-platformed, retained as-is, replaced, or retired. The process of identifying these is called R-Lane 

analysis.
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HYBRID CLOUD AND DATA CENTER SERVICES

Before starting on a journey in Hybrid Cloud, it is imperative that the IT team evaluate the current 

IT landscape, technical and business requirements, and mandatory security compliances; carry out 

Application portfolio rationalization exercise; and identify your cloud journey using R-lane analysis. 

Def ining a Cloud Governance structure and strategy to reduce the Data center footprint is a must-

have activity. Choose the Cloud delivery model (IaaS/PaaS/SaaS) best suited to meet your business 

requirements. The diagram below illustrates the scope and ownership applied to who is responsible. 

DMI’s application and inf rastructure services team can provide consultancy, design, and delivery 

expertise in performing the APR and R-Lane analysis as a project activity. In addition, DMI can make 

recommendations for: 

 > A suitable Cloud strategy and journey mapping

 > Ability to migrate systems and data to the cloud f rom compliance-marked data centers

 > Feasibility and cost effectiveness of hosting the app on Cloud versus maintaining it in the data center

 > ROI of doing a data center consolidation versus maintaining the data center footprint 

A typical transformation to Hybrid Cloud is illustrated below. The timeline can differ based on client 

requirements and can be customized to meet client requirements. 
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The Managed Hybrid Cloud inf rastructure services is comprised of managing systems 
hosted on-premises as well as Cloud. Activities performed as part of the DMI’s managed 
services offering:
 > Server OS and Hypervisor Management (On-Premises, 

Private Cloud, & Public Cloud)

 > Multi-Cloud Service Orchestration

 > Cloud native databases (Example: MangoDB, DynamoDB)

 > Container management

 > Availability, Capacity, and Performance management

 > Legacy Server OS Administration

 > VMWare, Citrix, ESXI Hypervisor Administration

 > AD, DNS, DHCP administration including Cloud-AD

 > Patch management

 > File and Print server administration

 > Network support for IT Equipment in DC

 > Cloud Network services 

 > VPC monitoring and administration

 > Database and Middleware administration

 > DB Monitoring and management of schema and objects

 > DB security management

 > Storage, Backup, and recovery (On-Premises, Private Cloud, 
& Public Cloud)

 > Batch Job scheduling and administration

 > Disaster recovery planning and execution

 > DevSecFinOps

NETWORK SERVICES

A reliable and future ready network across all 

the client locations and data centers, including 

voice and video communication services, is a 

vital cornerstone of our client’s business growth 

and success. The network must be flexible 

to the changing demands of the business 

and its growth. The latest tech revolution 

on social media, cloud computing models, 

emergence IoT technologies, change in business 

application architecture f rom data center 

hosted monolithic architecture to cloud hosted 

microservices/containers-based architecture 

create a tremendous demand for agility and cost 

optimization, generating continuous stress on 

the legacy/traditional network inf rastructure. The 

customer’s IT organization is tasked to optimize 

return on investments by identifying the best path for migration f rom legacy/traditional networks to 

next generation networks for improving network performance, capacity, availability, scalability, 

and manageability.

DMI provides 24x7 network 
operation services that 
includes monitoring and 
managing millions of 
endpoints across 1600 
CONUS and OCONUS 
locations.
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DMI’s Network services deliver services to Federal and commercial clients. It is a trusted partner 

for Federal agencies such as FDIC. The DMI Network team provides comprehensive Network 

transformation and managed services such as Voice and Video communication, Cloud-based SD-

WAN, Network in a Box, and Network Automation. 

Achieving High CSAT-score, lowest call-wait time, 

and highest f irst call resolution are KPIs for the 

Contact center services. Increased wait time due 

to monolithic design of having more high-touch 

based contacts; lack of willingness f rom the end-

user to adopt the Self-help options, lack of time 

and motivation for skill upgradation by the CC 

agents, and slow adoption of business oriented 

Robotic Process Automation are some of the key 

challenges faced by businesses using the contact 

center services.

DMI’s Contact Center 
services support 
organizations in migrating 
to cloud-based Contact 
centers that are secured 
by complying with Federal 
security regulations such as 
FedRAMP and FISMA. DMI’s 
solution is based on the 
next generation Contact 
center solutions that 
leverage AI and ML.
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NETWORK SECURITY SERVICES

The research f irm Statista shows that the 

share of organizations who pay the ransoms 

after a ransomware attack are about 51% 

and that human errors at 85% is the highest 

cause for Security breaches. The f requency of 

security attacks has gone up with the wider 

range of security threats and emerging new 

vulnerabilities. A recent report f rom Statica 

shows that the IC3 website received 791.79 

thousand complaints in 2020 as compared to 

467K complaints in 2019. 

The Pandemic in 2020 resulted in more online 

workers and employees working f rom home 

relying on technology and digital services. Email 

phishing campaigns, Remote desktop protocol 

vulnerabilities, and software vulnerabilities were 

leveraged to the maximum by hackers. 

Human element (85%) 
is the main cause for 
security breach, followed 
by credentials (60%) 
such as weak passwords, 
privilege abuse, and data 
mishandling.

DMI’s Security services team manages some of the key federal clients. 
Services include – NW Security, Vulnerability Management, Security 
Operation Center (SOC), Security incident & event management, 
implementation of network segmentation, microsegmentation and zero-
trust security. We help customers in integration of security tools with 
Service management (ITSM), IT operations management (ITOM), Service 
orchestration and Workload automation
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NETWORK SECURITY SERVICES

The research f irm Statista shows that the share of organizations who pay the ransoms after a 

ransomware attack are about 51% and that human errors at 85% is the highest cause for Security 

breaches. The f requency of security attacks has gone up with the wider range of security threats and 

emerging new vulnerabilities. A recent report f rom Statica shows that the IC3 website received 791.79 

thousand complaints in 2020 as compared to 467K complaints in 2019. 

The Pandemic in 2020 resulted in more online workers and employees working f rom home relying on 

technology and digital services. Email phishing campaigns, Remote desktop protocol vulnerabilities, 

and software vulnerabilities were leveraged to the maximum by hackers. 

TOOLS AND AUTOMATION

The increased acceptance of Cloud based inf rastructure services in Federal government 

establishments, development in Microservices, usage of containers for delivering microservices, and 

need for fluidity to scale-up and scale-down cloud services are making the traditional monitoring 

and management solutions adopt transformative approaches led by Artif icial Intelligence, Machine 

Learning, and process automation. Artif icial Intelligence for IT Operations (AIOps) is leading the 

way in monitoring, managing, and automating Hybrid Inf rastructure services. AIOps is helping IT 

Operations team by providing future predictions and actionable insights and avoiding incident 

occurrences. 
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Service Monitoring helps get information about system performance—working or not—and any 

threshold breach by using the help of monitoring and event management tools. Some tools are 

available for a specif ic purpose (example: Storage & backup monitoring, or Batch Jobs monitoring) 

and may not be suitable for one-size-f its-all criteria. At the monitoring layer, organizations end up 

with multiple tools. Alerts generated by these monitoring tools need to be correlated to make sense 

of an event that may have caused a service outage. The event correlation and management engine 

reduce the noise generated by monitoring tools using predictive intelligence. Using API integration, 

event information is transferred to an ITSM tool or Analytics and Reporting engine for further 

processing and execution. 

Depending on the Service Management tool, the tools and automation can vary in functionality, 

complexity, and price. Some of the tools, especially for small and medium size businesses, contain 

all the modules f rom ITIL services PoV. At the enterprise level, modules can be procured based on 

functionalities needed in addition to standard ITIL service management functions such as IT Asset 

Management and other advanced features such as Service orchestration, and Service intelligence 

and analytics.  Availability of standard APIs for B2B integration with other tools (monitoring, analytics, 

orchestration, or another ITSM) is an important fact to be considered at the Service Management 

layer. 

Service Orchestration helps reduce operational costs and improve service quality by automating 

routine IT tasks, such as repetitive maintenance, change provisioning, and incident resolution. This 

layer is comprised of multiple levels and automation options such as Run Book automation (RBA), 

Robotic Process Automation (RPA), Cognitive Intelligence Process Automation (CPA), and Scriptorium 

(collection of remediation scripts that can be triggered/activated by an orchestration engine).

DMI’s approach for tools and automation is to utilize and enhance the existing tools investment by 

its clients. Depending on the current state of IT maturity and the intended future state, a progressive 

transformation solution to move f rom standard monitoring to AIOps-based monitoring and incidence 

avoidance system is suggested. 
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